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Phoenix five people sighed: “People who are trapped by love are really scary…”

Not only that, Zoey Lopez personally came to Xiao Feng.

“Xiao Feng, what’s wrong with you? Did something happen?”

Zoey Lopez’s question scared Xiao Feng.

He’s in such a bad state that he really needs to be noticed.

Phoenix and these people are fine.
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They won’t tell the master lightly.

But it’s a different story if you’re a teacher!

Zoey Lopez will probably tell Levi Garrison.

At that time, it would be a disaster for him.
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He doesn’t care.

But that will affect Gong Qianqiu.

He swore that he would protect Gong Qianqiu with his life!

Nothing can go wrong at this juncture.
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So he told Zoey Lopez what he told Phoenix again.

“Master, please don’t tell anyone, I can’t afford to be ashamed, and Master is
even more ashamed! His eldest apprentice is actually trapped in love, and he’s
down! It’s spread out that I have no face to live, and so does Master!”

…

Xiao Feng tried to demean himself as much as possible to protect Gong Qianqiu!

And he portrayed himself as a mother-in-law.
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A useless man!

A useless piece of junk!

In this way, Zoey Lopez was purely concerned, not suspicious, let alone telling
Levi Garrison.

Sure enough, the plum dyed heart softened.

He comforted Xiao Feng, and took the initiative to ask others to ignore Xiao Feng,
let alone ask Xiao Feng how.

This matter can’t be spread out, and don’t tell Levi Garrison.

I have to say that Xiao Feng is still very smart in the absence of Gong Qianqiu.

Can accurately control each person’s psychology.

Zoey Lopez’s psychology was grasped by him.

It’s not easy to take…

Zoey Lopez comforted again and left.

Probably means to let Xiao Feng let go, people may really not like you.

You don’t have to keep chasing.

In the end, it is you who is deeply moved.

Not at all useful.



These words once again poked Xiao Feng’s fragile heart.

Originally, I felt that Gong Qianqiu was going to stay away.

Now Zoey Lopez Phoenix and the others keep saying that people have never
liked you at all.

If I really like you, I would have contacted you long ago, and everything else is an
excuse.

yes!

If Gong Qianqiu really likes him, he will contact him even if he takes a big risk.

He’s the one who persuades people to stay in touch.

But now on the other hand, he is anxious to contact him, and people don’t want
to contact him.

Once in love, both parties are passionate.

It stands to reason that Gong Qianqiu should try his best to contact him.

instead of now…

Yes, that’s right, it’s easy to be dangerous.

But in the face of love, if she really cares about someone, she will definitely be
reckless.

What’s the point of this danger?

Gong Qianqiu didn’t show anything like this.

As if I was like a chess piece, I just kicked it away when I didn’t need it.

As a result, Xiao Feng became more and more suspicious.

Gong Qianqiu liked himself at all.

She has always been acting.

Just wishful thinking?

It’s all very possible!

However, he could accept that Gong Qianqiu didn’t like him, but he could not
accept that she betrayed him.



wrong!

impossible!

If Gong Qianqiu really doesn’t like himself!

No matter what, I will never give her to me!

Now she has become her own woman.

This shows that everything is true.

Gong Qianqiu is not such a person!

But the huge change in his attitude before and after made him a little
unpredictable.

correct!

It’s Master!

Everything is the master’s fault!

For no reason, the master almost killed Gong Qianqiu!

Although she said nothing to herself, she understood Master.

But obviously she was angry!

This incident left an indelible shadow on her!

Almost died after all.

Even if he didn’t die, he was seriously injured!

Who isn’t angry about this?

Gong Qianqiu is absolutely afraid of Master now!

Even Levi Garrison is already her inner demon.

It is estimated that the dream is the scene where the master almost killed her.

Under this kind of pressure, Gong Qianqiu can still be afraid of the master.

I was afraid she would be exposed.



Just because she was afraid that her relationship with him would be exposed,
Master would definitely kill her!

The master is the thing she fears the most, there is no one.

Now I am afraid that I live in fear of Master day and night.

Pray that her relationship with him will not be known.

Once you know it, it’s a disaster.

The master doesn’t need to go to investigate, just directly identify the enemy to
kill.

…

“Snapped!”

Xiao Feng slapped his forehead fiercely.

“Oh! Why did I only react now? Qianqiu, I blamed you wrongly, I still doubt you in
all kinds of ways, it’s all my fault!”

I only care about my own feelings, thinking about how to miss and how to express
my love.

But I didn’t even consider Gong Qianqiu’s feelings.

Gong Qianqiu is so afraid of the master now that he doesn’t contact himself, just
to prevent any clues from appearing.

Don’t give Levi Garrison any chance.

Because only those who have experienced death will know how terrifying it is!

There is no time to think about other things.

But it’s better for me, for my own selfish desires, I used this method to forcibly
contact her…

It’s strange that people don’t make such a big fire.

Blame yourself!

He didn’t even consider Gong Qianqiu’s feelings and situation.

Doubt her now.



You are not human!

Xiao Feng thought he had figured it out.

Knowing why Gong Qianqiu didn’t contact him, he was furious.

In fact, he just persuaded himself in his heart.

That is, what Zoey Lopez said moved him deeply.

Xiao Feng immediately contacted Gong Qianqiu secretly and wrote all his
apologies and guarantees to Gong Qianqiu.

He also knew that Gong Qianqiu would not reply.

I just hope that Gong Qianqiu can see that he understands and apologizes.

Gong Qianqiu saw Xiao Feng’s apology.

She was completely overwhelmed.

“I really never thought that Levi Garrison would have such a stupid apprentice! I
really understand it, I really can imagine it!”

“This is forcing myself to convince myself! Pure numbers are sick! Xiao Feng, you
are a reptile with no IQ, and you still want to be worthy of my nine-day dragon?”

…

Gong Qianqiu was an insult to Xiao Feng!

But it was good for her.

At least Xiao Feng did this to protect himself and hide himself.

Don’t worry about exposure for the time being.

Even after she devoured the super spiritual vein, she was not in a hurry to expose
it.

She wants to be 100% sure.

I’m going to give Levi Garrison a fatal blow!

Xiao Feng still has some effect.

He also has to squeeze Xiao Feng’s value to the last moment.



never mind.

Just reply.

Let this chess piece play a final role!

Gong Qianqiu has nothing to say about grasping people’s psychology.

A reply to Xiao Feng is a huge sweetness for him.

It can confirm what he thinks.

And to maintain her identity exposed.

Even if everyone else knew that he was a bad person in the end, it is estimated
that Xiao Feng would not believe it, and would even madly defend himself.

It’s still useful!

In the end, Gong Qianqiu replied to Xiao Feng – I know, this is not allowed in the
future! Otherwise, you and I are no longer possible!

This was beyond Xiao Feng’s expectations.

He apologized just to let Gong Qianqiu know, but he didn’t think about Gong
Qianqiu’s reply.

But now Gong Qianqiu has replied.

This made Xiao Feng ecstatic!

The whole person is refreshed and completely reborn.

“Hahaha… That’s true! I figured it out! I’m wrong for Qianqiu!”

“Don’t worry, Qianqiu, I will protect you with my life!”

“I will never let you expose it in advance…”

Xiao Feng danced with excitement.
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